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President of India
Government of India

I am happy to learn that the National Mission for Clean Ganga and Centre for Ganga
River Basin Management and Studies (cGanga) are organising the 4th India Water
Impact Summit from 5-7 December, 2019 at Vigyan Bhawan, New Delhi.
Water is a critical natural resource for India, and river basins are its repository
along with other resources. But not only is water limited in availability, its quality too
has degraded over the decades in many places. It is the need of today to promote
decentralized approach, with a prime focus on water conservation, source sustainability,
storage and reuse, wherever possible. People also need to be sensitized about judicious
use of water.
I appreciate that India Water Impact Summit will focus on Integrated Resource
Management for comprehensive River Basin Management. This includes how our water
and wastewater management infrastructure and policies should be oriented for River
Ganga’s revival to create healthy water environments and inclusive development. This
will also have linkages with our smart city program and our objective to provide water
to every home.
I wish the organisers and all those associated with the Summit every success in their
quest to find meaningful pathways for a clean, healthy and water-secure India.

Ram Nath Kovind
New Delhi
November 28th, 2019
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Vice-President
Government of India

I am happy to know that “India Water Impact Summit — 2019” is being organized jointly
by the National Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG) and the Centre for Ganga River Basin
Management and Studies (cGanga) for Indian and global experts, stakeholders and
investors to brainstorm on India’s water management infrastructure and river basin
management.
Water as a resource is crucial to India’s development in the 21“ century. I believe that
India has the capability to emerge as a global leader in water management. Even though
we may be water-stressed in many places and suffer from floods and droughts, we have
taken a bold lead in committing to provide all rural households with reliable water supply
and to upgrade our urban water and wastewater management facilities through Smart
City Projects. Simultaneously, we are committed to clean up and rejuvenate our national
river — River Ganga — along with other rivers and water bodies.
It is heartening to know that IWIS-2019 will deliberate extensively on Integrated Water
Resource Management in all its complexity. If the transformation of natural drains and
demand management are significant aspects of water and wastewater management at
city-levels, so is the focus on protecting water sources and waste management at villagelevels. Such local improvements can together contribute to river basin-wide actions and
policy measures to bring about a radical change in our environment and quality of life.
I am happy that IWIS-2019 will focus on synergizing science and policy making for
Integrated Water Resource Management at various levels.
I extend my greetings and best wishes to the organizers and participants of “India
Water Impact Summit — 2019” and wish the Summit all success.

New Delhi
November 27th, 2019

Venkaiah Naidu
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Prime Minister
Government of India

The joint organization of the 4th India Water Impact Summit – 2019 by National Mission for Clean
Ganga (NMCG) and Centre for Ganga River Basin Management and Studies (cGanga) is an
appropriately-timed initiative.
Water is a precious, life-giving natural resource. Our Country is rich in natural resources
including water. However, water scarcity affects many parts of the country every year. The
predicament that not even 10% of water received from the rains in the entire year is harvested,
needs to be changed. It is time to act and conserve water for the present and future generations.
Our Government is firmly committed to ensure India’s water security. We are striving to make
available adequate and safe drinking water to every household.
We need to transform water conservation into a community-based movement at the grassroot
level. With the power of Janshakti, we can make even impossible possible and conserve every
drop of water. Water conservation techniques have been practiced for centuries in our country.
We now need to advance with a judicious blend of time-tested techniques and latest best
practices.
The ‘4th India Water Impact Summit – 2019’ will provide an opportunity to the experts to utilize
the scientific knowledge and help in integrating the inputs with policy-making in the water
sector. I am sure that the ideas of various stakeholders will lead to the preparation of a timebound roadmap and strategies.
May the deliberation at the Summit benefit from new lessons and experiences, and lead to an
enhanced water security for the posterity.
I wish the deliberations at the 4th India Water Impact Summit all success.

New Delhi
December 2nd, 2019

Narendra Modi
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Minister for Jal Shakti
Government of India

I am very pleased to learn that the National Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG) and the
Centre for Ganga River Basin Management and Studies (cGanga) are jointly organizing the
“India Water Impact Summit - 2019” in New Delhi for eminent experts, stakeholders and
investors to deliberate on important issues of Integrated Water Resource Management
in India. ‘Namami Gange’, an integrated Ganga Conservation Mission, launched by our
government is bringing a comprehensive basin approach and developing a model for river
rejuvenation in the country. We have also successfully implemented the massive sanitation
program ‘Swachh Bharat Mission’ which was once considered an impossible task.
Now we have initiated an even more challenging task of upgrading our water
management infrastructure to world standards in designated Smart Cities and of
providing domestic water supply to all rural households by 2024 (Jal Jeevan Mission)
to complement and strengthen the Swachh Bharat Mission. Given India’s limited water
resources, financial constraints and large population, both tasks are enormous given the
limited development that had taken place in earlier decades.
Against this background, it is heartening to know that IWIS-2019 will brainstorm over
Integrated Water Resource Management in our Smart Cities and villages - in the Ganga
River Basin and other basins of the country - by bringing together science and public
policy for consistent results.
The focus on rejuvenating natural drains in cities and on waste management in the
countryside are welcome features of the Summit as they will add to our knowledge in
managing water resources holistically. I also look forward to IWIS highlighting new
technology suited for water/ wastewater management in India and for evolving new
ways to generate revenue for water resource and water infrastructure management.
I wholeheartedly wish the organisers of IWIS-2019 success in their endeavour to help
create a clean, resilient and water-secure India and a rejuvenated River Ganga.

Gajendra Singh Shekhawat

PREFACE

VINOD TARE

Professor and Founding Head,
Centre for Ganga River Basin
Management & Studies (cGanga),
Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur

RAJIV RANJAN MISHRA

Director General,
National Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG),
Ministry of Water Resources,
River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation

We wholeheartedly welcome all participants
from India and abroad to the Fourth India
Water Impact Summit. The First Summit, held
in 2012, was an aggregate of many activities on
India’s water resource management of current
or previous years. The Second Summit, held
in 2017, attempted to establish a new multidisciplinary, multi-stakeholder forum to bring
together policymakers at national and regional
levels, technology & engineering firms, finance
and investment representatives, and interested
civil society members to brainstorm on pressing
issues of India’s water environment. The Third
Summit, held in 2018, reviewed the many
different efforts that had been undertaken by
various Central and State agencies to help
meet NamamiGange’s goals of restoration and
conservation of India’s National River Ganga
(Ganges). The focus of that review was largely
on the most critical Ganga Basin States –
Bihar, Delhi, Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, and
West Bengal – and what further needed to
be done in those States in the light of GRBMP
recommendations.
With the insights obtained from the previous
Summits and various national and global
developments on water issues, the present

Summit will focus on some major ongoing
developments in the Indian water sector aimed
at integrating Science and Policy for Integrated
Water Resource Management, assessing and
preparing for Major Water Impacts in Urban and
Rural Areas, and developing new and innovative
financing mechanisms through the Water
Finance Forum which was initiated in IWIS 2017.
Integrated water resource management
has been a frequently used catchword in
India for decades, ever since water shortages
and deluges began to occur in unexpected
places and ecological/ environmental crises
came to the fore. In actual practice, though,
progress towards managing water resources
in an integrated manner has been tardy due to
water resource policies being divorced from the
science of water resources. Consequently, the
many agencies engaged in the water sector have
each focussed on its specific targets without
paying much attention to the compatibility of their
activities with broader aspects of holistic water
resource management. A case in point is the
disparate handling of municipal wastewaters,
stormwater drainage and water bodies in
urban locales. In the present Summit we shall
review the role of urban stormwater drains
as a vital link in water resource management
between Sewage Treatment Plants (STPs) and
the receiving water bodies. In particular, the
role of natural drains and wetlands (natural
or constructed) in managing water resource
quantity and quality will be discussed in depth to
delineate how natural treatment can purify and
enhance water quality in various stages.
The Summit will also consider key aspects of
water management in Indian cities, especially
with many cities readying to upgrade to smart
cities. Water resource management may not be
a very cohesive activity in India, partly because
of water being a State subject, but also because
a holistic approach has not evolved due to
water management not having become a truly
knowledge-based practice. This shortcoming
is evident even in urban water and wastewater
management faced with grievous flood and
drought events that have been increasing over
the years. This clearly indicates the inability of
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urban water authorities to cope with the task in
a systematic, planned manner, while at the same
time valuable time and money are spent on new
measures whose effectiveness may not have
been fully examined. Some of the key issues of
water management in Indian smart cities to be
deliberated in this context are: how urban water
resources can be managed comprehensively by
integrating different surface and ground water
sources; the pros and cons of 24X7 municipal
water supplies; enhanced revenue generation
from municipal water supplies and reduction of
losses in city water budgets; advantages and
disadvantages of dual pipeline in multi-storey
buildings; preparation of urban river management
plans; and what measures are being taken
against urban floods and/or droughts.
If urban water management leaves
considerable room for improvement, rural
water management is probably even less well
managed. Other than operating and maintaining
irrigation water supplies and some hand pumps
and community water supplies, government
efforts in recent decades have only attempted to
revive or preserve some village water bodies but
without managing rural water resources in an
integrated manner by taking account of various
aspects of the natural water environment,
their temporal and spatial dynamics, and
anthropogenic impacts. However, with the
current focus on rural sanitation and domestic
water supplies, overhauling rural water
management acquires new urgency. Hence this
is another of the major topics to be deliberated
upon in the present Summit. The major issues to
be considered are: the integrated management
of various water bodies, drains and aquifers in
rural settings, challenges in managing black
and grey waters separately, experiences of
rural water & sanitation managers on the
national “open defecation free” initiative,
managing animal wastes and human wastes for
pollution-free water resources, and community
engagement in the success (or failure) of the
Swachh Bharat (Clean India) Programme.
As in the previous years’ Summits, the present
Summit will also showcase and deliberate upon
new technologies and innovations in water
and wastewater management and allied areas.
Government agencies are often handicapped
in selecting appropriate technologies among
promising new innovations in the water
sector. A definitive evaluation process for
the innovativeness, technical soundness,
applicability, resource (such as energy,
chemicals and land area) usage and costs

India Water Impact Summit

2019 will focus on some major
ongoing developments in the Indian
water sector aimed at integrating
Science and Policy for Integrated Water
Resource Management, assessing and
preparing for Major Water Impacts in
Urban and Rural Areas.
(Capex and Opex) is therefore essential. The ETV
(Environmental Technology Verification) process
initiated by cGanga and other reputed research
institutes in India may be applied to discuss
such new technologies, specifically in the areas
of Decentralized Wastewater Infrastructure,
Integrating Bioremediation/ Phytoremediation
Techniques and Wetlands with Conventional
Sewage Treatment, Comprehensive Solid Wastes
and Plastic Wastes Management, Resource
Recovery from Wastes and Water Efficiencies,
Advanced Data Generation and Management
(including IoT and Remote Sensing), and AI and
Data Analysis in the Water Sector.
To meet the large financial resources
(estimated earlier at about Rs. 5 lakh crores or
$100bn) to restore National River Ganga to its
former unpolluted state and to upgrade water
infrastructure in urban and rural areas, the
Summit will also host the Second Water Finance
Forum to devise appropriate means. To help
meet the considerable financial requirements
in a timely manner, new financing approaches
and instruments will be discussed to help and
encourage global and local investors. The
Water Finance Forum will specifically consider
Blended Finance Approaches to overcome
credit constraints for the water sector,
Development of a Water Bond, and Innovative
Credit Enhancement Instruments as well as
Fintech-based Instruments for the water sector.
In concluding, we wish to thank the
Government of India and our strategic partners,
panelists, speakers, sponsors, staff and
volunteers who have put in a lot of faith and hard
work into making this Summit a success.
We hope that you find this Summit no less
constructive, engaging and beneficial for your
interests than the previous three Summits, and
looking forward to your valued participation.

4th
India
Water
Impact
Summit
2019
Realising Vision Ganga through Jal Jeevan Mission
Ministry of Jal Shakti, Government of India,
National Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG) and
the Centre for Ganga River Basin Management
and Studies (cGanga) led by IIT Kanpur are
pleased to organise the 4thIndia Water Impact
Summit from 5-7 December 2019 at the Vigyan
Bhawan, New Delhi.
The Summit this year will focus on integrated water
resources management in urban and rural settings
with special focus on lessons from activities
carried out under Namami Gange Programme
in order to achieve the Government’s goal of
providing water to every household in the next
5 years. This will require a significant policy and
behavioural shift in managing water resources.
The Summit will also host the 2nd “Water
Finance Forum”, a special event within an
event, that will bring together global financial
institutions and investors keen on investing in
the largest environmental programme under
implementation in the Ganga River Basin. This
year’s theme shall focus on Financing of High

India Water Impact Summit 2018 – Exhibition. L-R, U P Singh,
Secretary, Ministry of Jal Shakti, GoI; Vinod Tare, Founding
Head, cGanga, IIT Kanpur; Hardeep Singh Puri, Minister of
State (I/C), Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs, GoI; Cecilia
AbenaDapaah, Minister of Sanitation & Water Resources,
Ghana; Nitin Gadkari, Minister, MoWR, RD & GR, GoI; Satya
Pal Singh, MoS, MoWR, RD & GR, GoI

Impact Projects in the water sector.
As a continuous theme, the 2019 Summit
will also provide an opportunity to dozens
of technology and innovation companies
from around the world that are keen to bring
their solutions to solve the various problems
prevalent in the river basin. The Technology
Showcase under the Environment Technology
Verification (ETV) framework, already as
an initiative by cGanga and NMCG will run
throughout the Summit.
The 2019 India Water Impact Summit also
introduces two additional major themes
important to the nation. The themes will focus
on bringing state of the art innovation, global
best practices and solutions to manage water
in three distinct settings:

India Water Impact Summit 2018 – Global Cooperation for a Global Issue. L-R, Vinod
Tare, Founding Head, cGanga, IIT Kanpur; Jozef Drofenik, Ambassador, Slovenia;
Maya Kadosh, Dy Chief of Mission, Israel; U P Singh, Secretary, Ministry of Jal Shakti,
GoI; Satya Pal Singh, MoS, MoWR, RD & GR, GoI; Cecilia Abena Dapaah, Minister
of Sanitation & WR, Ghana; Jasper Wieck, Dy Chief of Mission, Germany; Steven
N Schonberger, Director, Water Global Practice, World Bank; Rajiv Ranjan Mishra,
Director General, NMCG, Ministry of Jal Shakti, GoI

(a) Water impact in smart cities
(b) Water impact in rural areas
Delivering Jal Jeevan Mission
(c) 
Policy interventions and its impacts in
Ganga River Basin through Namami Gange
Programme
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will focus on integrated water resources
management in urban and rural
settings with special focus on lessons
from activities carried out under Namami
Gange Programme.

SUMMIT
HIGHLIGHTS

1

2

3

4

5

Spotlight on
Integrated
Water
Resource
Management
with special
emphasis on
Ganga River
Basin

A Platform
to bring all
stakeholders
together
to discuss,
debate and
develop model
solutions
for some of
the biggest
challenges in
sustainable
management
of water
resources in
India

The Summit
will showcase
new
technological
innovations,
research,
policy
frameworks
and
investment
models from
around the
world and
from within
India

Multi-country
dialogue to
strengthen
India’s
international
collaborations
in the Water
sector

Platform for
civil society and
faith leaders
to engage
with scientific,
engineering,
industry, finance
and Government
representatives
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Summit will run 5
parallel tracks to
discuss over 25
topics in depth:
l Science,
Technology
and Policy for
implementing
Integrated
Water Resource
Management
in Urban and
Rural Settings,
understanding
from emphasis on
impacts observed
in Ganga River
Basin
l Financing High
Impact Water
Projects
l Showcasing
technology and
innovation in water
l Water in Smart
Cities
l Water in Rural
Areas

7
Over 1000
domestic and
international
participants
from nearly 15
countries

8
More than 500
Central, State
and Municipal
Government
representatives

SUMMIT AT A GLANCE

Plenary Sessions
Session P0A:

Welcome, Vision of cGanga and NMCG on River Restoration and Conservation, and Delivering on
Objectives of Jal Jeevan Mission

Session P0B:

Understanding the River Ganga and Learning from the Natural Laboratory of the River Ganga

Session P1:

Inaugural Session

Session P2 A & B:

Global cooperation for a global issue

Session P3:

Valedictory session

Track A: S
 cience and Policy for Integrated Water Management as a Key Concept in
Namami Gange Programme
Session A1:

Restoration and conservation of drains i – using urban stormwater drains as integral components
of water resource management

Session A2:

Restoration and conservation of drains ii – development of wetlands and in-situ treatment

Session A3:

Enabling the circular economy i – direct and indirect revenue streams for recycling water

Session A4:

Enabling the circular economy ii – pricing and valuing water

Track B: Water Finance Forum
Session B1:

Blended finance approaches in the water sector as a business instrument under Namami Gange
Programme

Session B2:

Development of a Water bond / Ganga bond

Session B3:

Innovative financial instruments for the water sector I – credit enhancement

Session B4:

Innovative financial instruments for the water sector II – fintech & digital solutions

Track C: Technology and Innovation Showcase
Some of technological innovations as attempted in Ganga River Basin under Namami Gange programme will also be highlighted.
Session C1:

Decentralised wastewater infrastructure

Session C2:

Managing and creating wetlands, and integration of bio-remediation with traditional STPs

Session C3:

Solid waste and plastics management

Session C4:

Resource recovery and water efficiency

Session C5:

IoT, remote sensing, data generation

Session C6:

Artificial intelligence and data analytics in the water sector
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Track D: W
 ater Impact in Smart Cities as Integral Part of River Restoration
and Conservation Strategy
Session D1 – D4:

This track will present global best practices and experiences, highlight critical points of failure and
strategic solutions that can be applied in the indian context. Lessons learned from activities under
take in the Ganga river basin will be highlighted. This track will explore the following aspects:
How are cities creating new water resources by integrating rivers, drains, ponds, lakes, reservoirs
and aquifers into an unified water resource system?
Is 24x7 water supply boon or bane for water resource management?
How are cities increasing water revenues and reducing water losses?
Does laying dual pipeline strategy for reuse of sewage help or hinder efficient water resource
management?
How are cities leading on the preparation of urban river management plans?
Despite numerous occurrences, are cities ready for flood or drought related natural disasters?

Track E: Delivering Jal Jeevan Mission in Synergy with River Restoration and
Conservation Activities in Rural India – Beyond Ganga rejuvenation
Session E1 – E4:

This track will present global best practices and experiences, highlight critical points of failure and
strategic solutions that can be applied in the indian context. Lessons learned from activities undertake in the Ganga river basin will be highlighted. This track will explore the following aspects:
How can rural economies develop new water resources by integrating rivers, drains, ponds, lakes,
reservoirs and aquifers into an unified water resource system?
Challenges in managing black and grey water separately in rural settings.
Experiences from rural water and sanitation managers on the large-scale implementation of toilets
for the “open defecation free” initiative.
How is animal waste and human consumption waste such as food and plastics being managed in
the context of water resources?
Which community engagement models have been successful and how?

SESSION DETAILS

SUMMIT TIMETABLE
FORMAT: BRIEF

Day 1 / 05 Dec 2019

Day 2 / 06 Dec 2019

Day 3 / 07 Dec 2019

Time

Session

Time

Session

Time

Session

1300 –1500

Registration

0830 - 0945

Registration

0900 – 1000

Registration

1500 – 1700

P0-A & P0-B

1000 – 1100

P1

1000 – 1130

A3 / B4 / C4 / D3 / E3

1700 – 1800

High Tea

1100 – 1130

Tea Break

1130 – 1200

Tea Break

1130 – 1300

P2-A & P2-B

1200 – 1330

A4 / B4 / C5 & C6 /
D4 / E4

1300 – 1400

Lunch

1330 – 1430

Lunch

1400 – 1530

A1 / B1 / C1 & C2 /
D1 / E1

1430 – 1600

P3

1530 – 1600

Tea Break

1600 – 1700

High Tea

1600 – 1730

A2 / B2 & B3/ C3 /
D2 / E2

Reception Dinner

Friday, December 6, 2019; 1900 hrs onwards
Chankya & Chandragupta Hall, Hotel Samrat, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi
(Entry from Panchsheel Marg)
FORMAT: CATALOGUE
Session Code

Day & Time

Venue

Meet & Greet

Day 1: 1300 h

Lobbies

P0A

Welcome, Vision of cGanga and NMCG on River Restoration and
Conservation, and Delivering on Objectives of Jal Jeevan Mission

Day 1: 1500 h

Hall 5

P0B

Understanding the River Ganga and Learning from the Laboratory
of the River Ganga

Day 1: 1600 h

Hall 5

Inaugural Session

Day 2: 1000 h

Hall 6

P2A

Global cooperation for a global issue - I

Day 2: 1130 h

Hall 6

P2B

Global cooperation for a global issue - II

Day 2: 1215 h

Hall 6

Valedictory Session

Day 3: 1430 h

Hall 5

P1

P3

Session Theme

TRACK A

Science and Policy for Integrated Water Management as a Key
Concept in NamamiGange Programme

Day & Time

Venue

A1

Restoration and conservation of drains I – Using urban stormwater
drains as integral components of water resource management

Day 2: 1400 h

Hall 2

A2

Restoration and conservation of drains II – Development of
wetlands and in-situ treatment

Day 2: 1600 h

Hall 2

A3

Enabling the circular-economy I – Direct and indirect revenue
streams for recycling water

Day 3: 1000 h

Hall 2

A4

Enabling the circular-economy II – Pricing and valuing water

Day 3: 1200 h

Hall 2
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The Summit will also host the inaugural
“Ganga Finance Forum”, a special event
within the Summit that will bring together
global financial institutions and investors
interested in Ganga rejuvenation programme
(Namami Gange).

TRACK B
B1
B2 & B3

Water Finance Forum

Day & Time

Venue

Blended finance approaches in the water sector

Day 2: 1400 h

Hall 1

Development of a water bond / ganga bond
Innovative financial instruments for the water sector I – Credit
enhancement

Day 2: 1600 h

Hall 1

B4

Innovative financial instruments for the water sector II – Fintech &
digital solutions

Day 3: 1000 h &
1200 h

Hall 1

TRACK C

Technology and Innovation Showcase

Day & Time

Venue

Decentralised wastewater infrastructure
Managing and creating wetlands, and integration of
bio-remediation with traditional STPs

Day 2: 1400 h

Hall 4

Solid waste and plastics management

Day 2: 1600 h

Hall 4

C1& C2
C3

Resource recovery and water efficiency

Day 3: 1000 h

Hall 4

C5 & C6

IoT, remote sensing, data generation
Artificial intelligence and data analytics in the water sector

Day 3: 1200 h

Hall 4

TRACK D

Water Impact in Smart Cities as Integral Part of River Restoration
and Conservation Strategy

Day & Time

Venue

D1

Presentations on global best practices and experiences (Varanasi
& Israel)

Day 2: 1400 h

Hall 5

D2

Presentations on global best practices and experiences (Indore &
Denmark)

Day 2: 1600 h

Hall 5

D3

Presentations on global best practices and experiences
(Faridabad & Singapore)

Day 3: 1000 h

Hall 5

D4

Presentations on global best practices and experiences (Nasik &
TBA)

Day 3: 1200 h

Hall 5

Day & Time

Venue

C4

TRACK E

Delivering Jal Jeevan Mission in Synergy with River
Restoration and Conservation Activities in Rural India –
Beyond Ganga rejuvenation

E1

Presentations from State of Bihar

Day 2: 1400 h

Hall 6

E2

Presentations from State of Odisha

Day 2: 1600 h

Hall 6

E3

Presentations from State of Punjab (TBC)

Day 3: 1000 h

Hall 6

E4

Presentations from State of Maharashtra (TBC)

Day 3: 1200 h

Hall 6

Summit Partners

Strategic Partners

European Union

Silver Sponsors

Lead Knowledge Partner

Supporting Partners
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1. Plenary Sessions
Session P0A

Day 1: Thursday,
December 5, 2019
1500 – 1600 hrs
Venue: Hall 5

Session P0B

Welcome, Vision of cGanga and NMCG on River Restoration and Conservation, and Delivering on
Objectives of Jal Jeevan Mission
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding River Ganga and Learning from the Natural Laboratory of the River Ganga
•
•
•
•

Day 1: Thursday,
December 5, 2019
1600 – 1700 hrs
Venue: Hall 5

Session P1

Introduction and background: Dr Vinod Tare [Head, cGanga, IITK]
Thematic presentation: Ms Amita Sharma [Former Secretary, MHRD, GoI]
Demonstration and Games for and by School Children
Vote of Thanks

Theme:
Restoration and Conservation of the river Ganga is as much a challenge as it offers a huge opportunity.
The river and her tributaries provide an unparalleled natural laboratory that no other country in
the world has. It has geological, demographic, biological and cultural diversity that is of interest to
scientists, technology firms, engineering companies, regulators and investors. For decades the Indian
people have been studying the Ganga river system but many of the special features have not been
communicated by us to the rest of the world. The time has now come to vigorously pursue this agenda
and make India the world leader in this area.
Inaugural
Welcome Addresses, About the Summit and Impact Projects
•
•
•
•
•

Day 2: Friday,
December 6, 2019
1000 – 1100 hrs
Venue: Hall 6

Welcome: Shri SK Ratho [DDG, NMCG]
Vision on River Restoration and Conservation, and Delivering on Objectives of Jal Jeevan
Mission: Dr Vinod Tare [Head, cGanga, IITK]
Address: Dr Abhay Karandikar [Director, IIT Kanpur] (TBC)
Address: Mr U P Singh [Secretary, WR, RD & GR]
Guest of Honour: Hon’ble Minister Shri Mahendra Singh [Jal Shakti – UP] (TBC)
Guest of Honour: Hon’ble Minister of State Shri Rattan Lal Kataria [Jal Shakti]
Chief Guest: Hon’ble Minister Shri Ramesh Pokhriyal ‘Nishank’ [HRD] (TBC)

•
•

Welcome: Shri Rajiv Ranjan Mishra [DG, NMCG]
About the Summit: Dr Vinod Tare [Head, cGanga, IITK]
Address: Dr Abhay Karandikar [Director, IIT Kanpur] (TBC)
Address: Mr U P Singh [Secretary, WR, RD & GR]
Release of
o
Report on Ambassadors’ Meet
o
Report on River Restoration and Conservation – A Concise Manual and Guide
o
Documents on “cGanga Hubs” developed so far
Address by Hon’ble Chief Guest Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat [Minister, Jal Shakti]
Vote of Thanks: Shri S K Ratho [DDG, NMCG]

Opening addresses from the organisers to describe Summit agenda and setting the scene for the entire
programme.
(A) Valuing Water - Transforming Ganga
River Ganga is symbolic of all water bodies and rivers in India. This session will share with the
participants the vision Government of India has for restoring and conserving the dignity of River
Ganga through the Namami Gange programme and eliminating water poverty through the Jal Jeevan
programme.
(B) Strategic collaborations for impact projects - River and drains restoration and conservation
The river and drain restoration and conservation projects shall include
Najafgarh drain  Delhi
Assi river
 Varanasi
Jojari river
 Jodhpur
Sisamau drain  Kanpur
Kanh river
 Indore

SESSION DETAILS

(C) Strategic collaborations for impact projects - Ganga Knowledge Centre
The Ganga knowledge centre has been conceptualised to be a collective source of all water related
knowledge, facts and figures. It will be a digital clearing house of information and will interconnect all
new and existing knowledge to provide stakeholders a single window into the entire knowledge system
on water.
(D) Strategic collaborations for impact projects - cGanga Knowledge Hub for water finance
Ganga restoration and conservation programme alone needs over INR 7 lakh crores (USD 100bn) of
capital spend on developing the infrastructure. The Jal Jeevan programme requires INR 3.5 lakh crores
(USD 50bn) of capital spend. The current financing landscape has created credit supply constraint that
is affecting the prospects of financing the underlying assets.
The cGanga Knowledge Hub shall be a core knowledge hub to develop cutting edge financial
instruments as well as collate and disseminate financial knowhow in the water sector to all concerned.
(E) Strategic collaborations for impact projects - Community engagement
Without community engagement and changes in attitudes towards water, the prospects of delivering
on the various water programmes will remain weak. cGanga and NMCG are developing an innovative
approach to community engagement in the water sector. This multi-faceted approach will see
communities owning and managing their own projects, a unique citizen engagement drive using digital
platforms and establishment of a world-class marquee museum and cultural centre around the
water sector.
(F) Strategic collaborations for impact projects - Accelerating environmental technologies
Innovation in the water sector requires creation of an eco-system of multiple stakeholders. cGanga and
NMCG are leading in establishing a framework that accelerates the introduction of novel technologies
in the water sector. The multi-stakeholder approach enables partnerships with industry and investors.
It also links into strategic programmes of the Indian Government such as: Make in India, Startup India,
Digital India and others.
Session P2A & B

Global Cooperation for a Global Issue – A
The session shall bring together Ambassadors and senior Diplomatic representatives of European
Union Member States together on a platform to discuss the importance of water to their respective
nations and discuss collaboration with India to address this issue.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Day 2: Friday,
December 6, 2019
1130 – 1300 hrs
Venue: Hall 6

H.E. Mr. Ugo Astuto [Ambassador of European Union to India]
H.E. Mr. Jasper Wieck [Deputy Chief of Mission, German Embassy]
H.E. Dr Marjan Cencen [Ambassador of Slovenia to India]
H.E. Mr. Gyula Pethö [Ambassador of Hungary to India]
H.E. Mr. Steen Malthe Hansen [Deputy Chief of Mission, Denmark]
H.E. Mr. Marten van den Berg [Ambassador, Embassy of The Netherlands]

Special Remarks by:
•
Mr. JenoLabdy [Deputy Director, General Directorate Water, Hungary]
Technology Collaboration Agreements (TCA) for companies selected from European Union for the
Environment Technology Verification (ETV) Process
•
Boson Energy, Luxembourg
Waste to Energy
•
Cambi, Norway
Sludge Management
•
GVS Soluciones, Spain
Containerised effluent treatment
•
Space SI, Slovenia
Remote monitoring through satellite systems and analysis
•
VGB Maribor, Slovenia
3D flood inundation modelling
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Global Cooperation for a Global Issue – B
The session shall bring together Ambassadors and senior Diplomatic representatives of various nations
together on a platform to discuss the importance of water to their respective nations and discuss
collaboration with India to address this issue.
•
•
•

H.E. Kenneth I. Juster [US Ambassador to India]
H.E. Dr. Ron Malka [Israel Ambassador to India]
H.E. Mr. Michael Oquaye Jr. [Ghana High Commissioner to India]

Technology Collaboration Agreements (TCA) companies selected from rest of the world for the
Environment Technology Verification (ETV) Process
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alchemy AI, UK
Artificial Intelligence System
Aquatech, USA
Containerised sewage treatment
Blue Sky Bio, UK
Advanced Anaerobic Digesion
Celtic Renewables, UK
Distillery waste to biofuels
Exo Cubic Systems, UK
Waste tyre and plastics management system
GMEX Group, UK
Waste Trading Platform
Lyndon Water
Bioremediation and aquaponics
Mebiol, Japan
Membrane based farming system
Topolytics, UK
Waste tracking and management system
Trojan UV, Canada
UV water treatment

Water security is not just an Indian subject but a global one. In this modern age when almost all human
beings have access to mobile phones, not having access to clean water is a sign of stark water poverty.
The Ministry of Jal Shakti, Government of India is initiating a global call to action to invite nations from
around the world to join forces in addressing to save the most precious resource on the planet.
Session P3

Valedictory session

Day 3: Saturday,
December 7, 2019
1430 – 1600 hrs
Venue: Hall 5

Presentations by Moderators of Various Track
Remarks by Mr Rajiv Ranjan Mishra [DG, NMCG, Ministry of Jal Shakti]
Remarks by Mr U P Singh [Secretary, DWR, RD & GR, Ministry of Jal Shakti]
Valedictory address: Hon’ble Minister Shri Sanjay Kumar Jha [WRD, Bihar]
Vote of Thanks: Shri S K Ratho [DDG, NMCG, Ministry of Jal Shakti]

2. Thematic Session Details
Track A:

Science and Policy for Integrated Water Management as a Key
Concept in Namami Gange Programme

Chair

Rajiv Ranjan Mishra [DG, NMCG]

Moderator

Vinod Tare [Head, cGanga, IITK]
Pravin Kumar [Director (T-III), NMCG]

Session A1

Restoration and conservation of drains I – Using urban stormwater drains as integral components of
water resource management

Day 2: Friday,
December 6, 2019
1400 – 1530 hrs
Venue: Hall 2

Integrated water resource management requires inter-connecting all water bodies to develop a
balanced ecosystem of water use. Most urban conurbations have large drains as well as rivers flowing
through or adjacent to them. The interception diversion technique of taking wastewater away from
the city requires large infrastructure spend, but still doesn’t address the problems created by the
drain which have largely become carriers of wastewater. The holistic approach of restoration and
conservation requires connecting sewage treatment with the natural treatment capacity of rivers and
drains. This session will explore the techniques and present best practices case studies.

Session A2

Restoration and conservation of drains II – Development of wetlands and in-situ treatment

Day 2: Friday,
December 6, 2019
1600 – 1730 hrs
Venue: Hall 2

Investment in water quality management needs to be optimally distributed amongst building
infrastructure using state-of-the-art technologies to utilising and managing natural systems such
as wetlands and water bodies. This session will deliberate on four different layers of water quality
enhancement through sewage/effluent treatment systems (STPs/ETPs), wetlands, water bodies and
water treatment systems.

Session A3

Enabling the circular-economy I – Developing direct and indirect revenue streams for recycling water

Day 3: Saturday,
December 7, 2019
1000 – 1130 hrs
Venue: Hall 2

The principles of circular economy in the water sector rest on being able to recycle the wastewater
and monetise it through the urban local bodies. However, in order to effectively implement the urban
river management strategies, it is essential to establish well-functioning revenue generation streams
in kind or cash. When implemented such streams will not only move a significant development burden
off the Government but also create the much-needed additional pathways for urban local bodies. This
session will deliberate the building blocks needed to establish such revenue streams across the Ganga
River Basin and elsewhere in India.

Session A4

Enabling the circular-economy II – Water valuation and pricing

Day 3: Saturday,
December 7, 2019
1200 – 1330 hrs
Venue: Hall 2

Not valuing/informing public regarding expenditure incurred on bringing water to door steps and use
of water for transporting wastes brings about in people’s mind the notion that water is an almost free
commodity thus creating a major resistance for price introductions or tariff increases. The subsidised
provision of water is depleting government resources and the mechanism is unsustainable just on the
current demand curve let alone if demand increases. This session will delve into how to bring about the
right water cost and pricing regime.
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Integrated water resource

management requires interconnections
of water bodies and conveyance
channels in the area that optimizes the
regenerative capacity of the water bodies and
maintains a healthy water environment.
Track B: 2nd Water Finance Forum
Chair

S K Ratho [DDG, NMCG]

Moderator

Sanmit Ahuja [cGanga, IITK]
Rozy Agrawal [ED(F) NMCG]

Session B1

Blended finance approaches in the water sector

Day 2: Friday,
December 6, 2019
1400 – 1530 hrs
Venue: Hall 1

The water sector projects require significant project finance capital. Credit constraints in the Indian
banking system is impacting the financial closure of the projects which in turn is impacting the water
resources of the nation. It is abundantly clear that public and private sources will need to pool the
resources to make projects more bankable and thereby increase the throughput of project finance to
the sector. This session will highlight the following points:
n
n
n
n

Session B2 & B3

How blended finance can be used in the water sector projects
Pooled financing vehicles
Financing O&M through transfers, taxes and tariffs
Moving water sector to the “priority lending sector”

Development of a Water bond / Ganga bond
The development of a Water bond is critical for both Government and private sector for being able to
continually finance the projects. The Government requires municipalities and urban local bodies to tap
into the bond markets to be able to finance the O&M. The private sector needs to tap into secondary
markets to be able to free up capital for financing of subsequent projects. The release of equity or
cheaper refinance of debt can be done through the secondary market mechanisms such as YieldCos, take-out-financing and asset purchases by institutional investors. This session will highlight the
following points:

Day 2: Friday,
December 6, 2019
1600 – 1730 hrs
Venue: Hall 1

n
n
n
n

How to structure a Water bond and what does it entail
Case studies on municipal water bonds
Case studies on private sector water bonds
Models to develop secondary market structures such as YieldCos for water

Innovative financial instruments developed for the water sector- I / Credit enhancement
The session will showcase various credit enhancement instruments developed or being developed in
the water sector
n
n
n

Session B4
Day 3: Saturday,
December 7, 2019
1000 – 1330 hrs
Venue: Hall 1

Credit wrappers
Telescopic pricing and tariff top-ups
Backstop and guarantee instruments

Innovative financial instruments developed for the water sector – II / Fintech & digital solutions
The session will showcase various fintech based instruments developed or being developed in the
water sector
n
n
n

Blockchain in water sector
Blockchain based impact investment tracking
Dynamic water pricing

SESSION DETAILS

Track C: Technology and Innovation Showcase
Chair

M Jawed [cGanga, IIT G]

Moderator

Sundeep Chauhan [cGanga, IIT R]
D P Mathuria [ED (T), NMCG]

Session C1 & C2

Decentralised wastewater infrastructure

Day 2: Friday,
December 6, 2019
1400 – 1530 hrs
Venue: Hall 4

n
n
n

Containerised sewage and wastewater treatment systems
Packaged industrial effluent treatment systems
Technologies, membranes and polymers that reduce treatment plant footprint

Creating wetlands and integration of bio-remediation with traditional STPs
n
n
n

Bioremediation techniques
Phytoremediation techniques
Combining conventional sewage treatment unit operations with natural and/or artificial
bioremediation/phytoremediation systems

Session C3

Solid waste and plastics management

Day 2: Friday,
December 6, 2019
1600 – 1730 hrs
Venue: Hall 4

n
n
n

Plastics to energy forms
Solid waste to energy forms
Solid waste segregation, collection, conveyance and distribution

Session C4

Resource recovery and water efficiency

Day 3: Saturday,
December 7, 2019
1000 – 1130 hrs
Venue: Hall 4

n
n
n
n

Session C5 & C6

IoT, remote sensing, data generation

Day 3: Saturday,
December 7, 2019
1200 - 1330 hrs
Venue: Hall 4

n
n
n

Sludge management
Energy recovery
Water efficiency in urban sector
Water efficiency in agricultural sector
Developing a national sensor network for water sector
Use of satellites and drones for mapping water bodies
Handheld devices and other methods to generate data for water resource management

Artificial intelligence and data analytics in the water sector
n

Advanced AI systems and data analytics for water resource management
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Track D: Water Impact in Smart Cities as Integral Part of River Restoration
and Conservation Strategy
Chair

G Asok Kumar [ED (P), NMCG & MD, NWM]

Moderator

R Bhattarai [cGanga, IIT K]
Subrat Hait [cGanga, IIT P]
Manish Goyal [cGanga, IIT I]

A paradigm shift is needed in managing water in the urban sector. Traditional approaches use point source water supply and
treatment facilities. However, with most cities getting water stressed, every water body in the city must be seen as a supply source
and/or a part of the treatment framework.
This track will present global best practices and experiences, highlight critical points of failure and strategic solutions that can be
applied in the Indian context. The various aspects that will be explored through this track are:
n
n
n
n
n
n

H
 ow are cities creating new water resources by integrating rivers, drains, ponds, lakes, reservoirs and aquifers into an unified
water resource system?
I s 24x7 water supply boon or bane for water resource management?
H
 ow are cities increasing water revenues and reducing water losses?
D
 oes laying dual pipeline strategy with different water quality and water uses help or hinders efficient water resource
management?
H
 ow are cities leading on the preparation of their urban river management plans?
D
 espite numerous occurrences, are cities ready for flood or drought related natural disasters?

Session D1

Presentations on global best practices and experiences (Varanasi & Israel)

Day 2: Friday,
December 6, 2019
1400 – 1530 hrs
Venue: Hall 5

n

Presentations followed by a Q&A session

Session D2

Presentations on global best practices and experiences (Indore & Denmark)

Day 2: Friday,
December 6, 2019
1600 – 1730 hrs
Venue: Hall 5

n

Session D3

Presentations on global best practices and experiences (Faridabad & Singapore)

Day 3: Saturday,
December 7, 2019
1000 – 1130 hrs
Venue: Hall 5

n

Session D4

Presentations on global best practices and experiences (Nasik & TBA)

Day 3: Saturday,
December 7, 2019
1200 – 1330 hrs
Venue: Hall 5

n

Presentations followed by a Q&A session

Presentations followed by discussion and Q&A session

Presentations followed by a Q&A session

SESSION DETAILS

Track E: Delivering Jal Jeevan Mission in Synergy with River
Restoration and Conservation Activities in Rural India –
Beyond Ganga rejuvenation
Chair

Arun Baroka [Additional Secretary, SBM & CVO]

Moderator

Indumati Nambi [cGanga, IIT M]
Brajesh Dubey [cGanga, IIT KGP]
Manoj Tiwari [cGanga, IIT KGP]

The announcement of the Jal Jeevan Programme, that aims to bring water to every household in India, has ushered a new sense of
hope to millions of water-starved rural communities.
This track will present global best practices and experiences, highlight critical points of failure and strategic solutions that can be
applied in the Indian context. The various aspects that will be explored through this track are:
n
n
n
n

H
 ow can rural economies develop new water resources by integrating rivers, drains, ponds, lakes, reservoirs and aquifers into a
unified water resource system?
E xperiences from rural water and sanitation managers on the large-scale implementation of toilets for the “open defecation
free” initiative
H
 ow is animal waste and human consumption waste such as food and plastics being managed in the context of water
resources?
W
 hat community engagement models have been successful and how?

Session E1

Presentations from State of Bihar

Day 2: Friday,
December 6, 2019
1400 – 1530 hrs
Venue: Hall 6

n

Session E2

Presentations from State of Odisha

Day 2: Friday,
December 6, 2019
1600 – 1730 hrs
Venue: Hall 6

n

Presentations followed by a Q&A session

Presentations followed by a Q&A session

Session E3

Presentations from State of Punjab (TBC)

Day 3: Saturday,
December 7, 2019
1000 – 1130 hrs
Venue: Hall 6

n

Session E4

Presentations from State of Maharashtra (TBC)

Day 3: Saturday,
December 7, 2019
1200 – 1330 hrs
Venue: Hall 6

n

Presentations followed by a Q&A session

Presentations followed by a Q&A session
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session A1 – A4

Track A: Science and Policy for Integrated Water
Management as a Key Concept in Namami Gange
Programme

Session A1

Restoration and conservation of drains I – Using urban stormwater
drains as integral components of water resource management

The
holistic

approach to
restoration and
conservation
of drains
requires tapping
wastewater
at source and
treating the
sewage before
transferring to
the drains for
downstream
conveyance to
water bodies.

Integrated water resource management
requires that various components of the
water resources of an area or region
are managed not in isolation, but as
components of an interactive water
conglomerate. Thus, assessing and
developing the inter-connections of water
bodies and conveyance channels in the
area can develop a balanced ecosystem
for anthropogenic water needs that
optimizes the regenerative capacity
of the water bodies and maintains a
healthy water environment. Most urban
conurbations have large drains as well as
rivers flowing through or adjacent to them.
The interception-diversion technique of
taking anthropogenic wastewater away
from the city that is commonly practiced
in India requires large infrastructure
spend, but still doesn’t address the
problems created by natural drains which
have largely become carriers of foul
wastewater on account of their ready
availability for wastewater conveyance.
Thus, natural drains often become
carriers of urban sewage to downstream
ends or peripheries of cities where they
may be tapped for sewage treatment and
eventual discharge into water bodies. But
natural stormwater drains can be much
more beneficial as ecologically sound
carriers of treated wastewater to rivers
or receiving water bodies. The holistic
approach to restoration and conservation
of drains requires tapping wastewater at
source and treating the sewage before
transferring to the drains for downstream
conveyance to water bodies. Ideally
this would imply localized sewage

collection networks and treatment
plants discharging into the drains from
the head-end of drains to various points
down-slope. But in cities where STPs
(Sewage Treatment Plants) are already
constructed and functioning, the sewage
network should directly lead to the STPs
before the treated water can be fed
into the drains. The overall benefit is in
creating a healthy water environment in
the city by drains flowing perennially with
clean water and water bodies having
adequate treated water replenishment.
Some issues that need to be addressed in
this context are:
l How much of the city’s entire
wastewater generation presently flows
through natural drains as wastewater?
l Do drains have adequate carrying
capacity to convey the entire treated
wastewater to receiving water bodies?
What modifications (if any) and
maintenance inputs would be needed
for drains to be used round the year for
treated water conveyance?
l Can the drains carrying treated
wastewater also be used for other
purposes such as navigation, fisheries,
water storage, and recreation?
l For cities with existing sewage
infrastructure, what modifications will
be needed to ensure that drains are
used for treated water conveyance
and not for wastewater conveyance
(by treating wastewater in STPs first
before diverting to drains)?
l National/ international case studies of
the above usage of natural drains in
urban water resource management.
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Session A2

Restoration and conservation of drains II – Development of wetlands
and in-situ treatment
The restoration and conservation of natural
stormwater drains in urban areas can play a
dual role in both treated water conveyance and
its further treatment and purification through
natural processes. Significant for water
quality improvement are phytoremediation
processes that can remove various organic
and even inorganic pollutants, and especially
excess nutrients such as Nitrogen and
Phosphorus, from the water before it is
discharged into rivers or water bodies. The
process occurs naturally in wetlands such
as marshes and swamps, and is mimicked
by constructed wetlands where natural
wetlands do not exist or are inadequate.
Thus, while conventional Sewage Treatment
Plants (STPs) can remove biodegradable
organic pollutants and suspended solids
cost-effectively, phytoremediation can play
a complementary role in efficient nutrient
removal and natural purification of the STPtreated water. A transition from current
wastewater management practices to
one that incorporates natural treatment
and purification processes would thus
involve three stages of treatment, namely,
sewage treatment in conventional STPs,
nutrient removal and polishing treatment by
phytoremediation in wetlands, and further
purification in natural drains and receiving
water bodies. The water bodies would thus
be freed of urban pollution ingress as well
as excess nutrient loads, which will enable
a healthy ecosystem for aquatic biodiversity.
Wetlands, however, need to be harvested
regularly for the biomass generated, but the
harvested products are likely to generate
much more revenue as fuel, fodder or manure
than the cost of harvesting. Moreover, in this

case the water bodies would be much better
sources of freshwater for Water Treatment
Plants to produce potable water for domestic
needs.
Overall, the procedure constitutes a fourstage water recycling process for urban
usage, viz.: treatment of wastewater in STPs,
further treatment and nutrient removal in
wetlands (natural or constructed), natural
purification in drains and water bodies, and
treatment of freshwater in WTPs. Now, since
investment in water quality management
needs to be optimally distributed amongst
building water infrastructure using state-ofthe-art technologies to utilising and managing
natural systems such as wetlands and water
bodies, an appropriate investment option
for urban wastewater management is the
incorporation of natural drains together with
wetlands for comprehensive water quality
management. Some pertinent issues to be
considered in this configuration are:
l How much of the city’s entire wastewater
generation presently flows through natural
drains as wastewater?
l How much land is required for wetlands
and how much is available near the drains?
l What are the Capex and Opex costs of the
proposed 4-stage wastewater recycling
scheme as against the present practice
of STPs, Tertiary Treatment Plants, Water
bodies, and WTPs?
l What are the ecological and aesthetic
benefits of incorporating wetlands before
polishing treatment in drains?
l How does this scheme compare with the
present-day practice on issues of land
footprint, energy consumption, chemicals
usage, and manpower?

Four stage

water recycling
process including
treatment of
wastewater in
STPs, further
treatment and
nutrient removal in
wetlands (natural
or constructed),
natural purification
in drains and
water bodies,
and treatment
of freshwater in
WTPs can help to
produce potable
water for domestic
needs.
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Track A: Science and Policy for Integrated Water
Management as a Key Concept in Namami Gange
Programme

Session A3

Enabling the circular economy I – Developing direct and indirect
revenue streams for recycling water
Freshwater taken from source – groundwater
or surface water bodies – has its own
monetary value. But in addition to this base
value, circular economy can augment the
monetary value of the water significantly.
The principles of circular economy in the
water sector rest on being able to recycle
the wastewater and monetize it through
urban local bodies or other agencies. Thus,
application of this principle can generate
much-needed additional revenue for local
bodies from recycled water and water-based
services. The issue is important because, in

order to effectively implement and conduct
urban river management strategies with
limited resources, it is essential to establish
well-functioning revenue generation streams
in kind or cash. When implemented, such
streams will not only move a significant
development burden off the Government, but
will also create the much-needed additional
pathways of effective action for holistic
water management and improved consumer
services by urban local bodies. Some
important issues that need to be addressed in
this context are:
l How much recycled water can be used by
industries and commercial establishments
in and around cities to meet their overall
water requirements, and how much
revenue can be thus generated?
l How much recycled water can be used in
water-based commercial services such as
recreational activities (e.g. water parks,
boating clubs, recreational fishing, etc.), and
how much revenue can be thus generated?
l How can cities benefit from the use of
treated water in urban drains, waterways
and water bodies, and how much revenue
can be generated from such water
management practices through enhanced
uses of rivers and river banks, waterways,
lakes and ponds?
l How can the private sector be roped in to
increase municipal revenue generation
from recycled water and water-based
services, e.g. through PPP model or
through BOOT-type contracts?
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Session A4

Enabling the circular economy II – Water valuation and pricing
Urban water supply (i.e. of potable quality)
is an essential public service by the
government. However, the service is not
without its costs. Thus, municipal bodies
often charge consumers at certain rates,
either fixed charges or volume-based
charges. However, the actual expenses
incurred by public governance bodies for
treatment and supply of water as well as
for the collection, treatment and disposal
of the wastewater generated is often far
in excess of the revenue generated from
water charges. Not valuing and/or informing
the public regarding expenditures incurred
in bringing water to their doorsteps and
transporting and treating the wastewater
generated brings about in people’s minds
the notion that water is an almost free
commodity, thus creating a major public
resistance for price introductions or tariff
increases. However, the subsidized provision
of water is a major cause for over-stressing
the water management facilities and
depleting the limited government resources.
The mechanism is thus unsustainable even
on the current demand curve, let alone
its viability if demand increases. Besides,
upgradation of the water infrastructure to
provide better services to consumers or to
meet quality and quantity constraints of water

sources, also need increased resources. It
is, therefore, necessary to devise suitable
means of creating the right water cost and
pricing regime, which in turn will also help
create the circular economy for realistic
valuation of recycled water and water-based
services. Some important issues that need to
be addressed in this context are:
l How do the city water tariffs compare with
those in other countries, and what are the
main reasons for the differences?
l What fraction of the expenses of operating
the city’s water infrastructure is recovered
from the present water tariffs?
l What information of the accounts has
been provided to consumers, and have
they verified and understood the balance
sheets?
l Has there been any public audit of the water
management expenses and revenue?
l What measures can be taken to introduce
and/or enhance water tariffs?
For
instance, can local communities, NGOs,
RWAs, and/or other citizens’ groups be
inducted in monitoring the running of
municipal/ government water agencies
and evaluating realistic water tariffs based
on their assessment of the operational
efficiencies?

Subsidized
provision

of water is a
major cause for
over-stressing
the water
management
facilities and
depleting
the limited
government
resources.

session B1 – B4

Track B: Water Finance Forum

Session B1

Blended finance approaches in the water sector

In order

to increase the
rate of capital
mobilisation, it
is important to
rapidly develop
and introduce
blended finance
solutions. These
include both
upstream and
downstream
instruments.

The water sector projects require significant
project finance capital. Credit constraints in
the Indian banking system is impacting the
financial closure of the projects which in
turn is impacting the water resources of the
nation. It is abundantly clear that public and
private sources will need to pool their sources
to make projects more bankable and thereby
increase the throughput of project finance
to the sector. This session will highlight the
following points:
How blended finance can be used in the
water sector projects?
Blended finance aims to bring developmental
and commercial finance together to deliver a
solution for a systemic problem. It is important
to understand the roles the two main actor
groups play in implementing blended finance
solutions. The key role of development finance
is to mitigate risk and encourage market
development whilst the commercial finance
should enable capital build-up and scaling
of solutions. The issue emerges when actors
play their respective roles in individual silos
which leads to sub-optimal results. Blended
finance is slowly making its way into the Ganga
restoration and conservation programme.
The environment technology verification
(ETV) framework designed to accelerate
introductions of new technologies is utilising
blended finance principles by bringing impact
investors and venture capital industry together.
In order to increase the rate of capital
mobilisation, it is important to rapidly develop
and introduce blended finance solutions.
These include both upstream instruments
such as long-term concessionary lending

to developers and utilities, guarantee
instruments, credit lines or Yieldco vehicles,
or downstream instruments such as top-uptariffs, tariff-concessions, water credits to
consumers, etc.
l What use cases can be created immediately
to demonstrate the efficacy and impact of
blended finance instruments?
Pooled finance vehicles
Majority of the urban local bodies or
municipalities in India have poor credit
ratings and as a result it increases the cost
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of financing due to the risk level accorded by
capital markets. Pooling of risk into a single
vehicle is a globally accepted principle for
small to mid-sized entities who on their own
find it difficult to raise money from public
markets.
The pooling structure can also be applied
to risk to create an insurance scheme for the
members of the vehicle.
If structured well the advantage of pooling
means that members remain autonomous and
retain operational control, but as collective
enables them to tap into larger and cheaper
capital pools.
l Which municipalities and urban local
bodies can come together to create a
pooled financing or risk vehicles?
Financing O&M through transfers, taxes and
tariffs
The two most important factors stopping
the fast roll-out of PPP projects in the water
and sanitation sectors is the lack of capital for
O&M of projects and inadequacy of capital to
offtake treated water.
The latter is a market failure and requires
according a commodity value to the water
sector, but the O&M aspects can be financed
through fiscal incentives and structures that

ensure that capital assets are well looked after.
The instruments could be through ring-fenced
financing, environmental cess, additional
local or national taxes and specialist tariffs.
l What are the pre-conditions to create a
portfolio of O&M financing options?
Giving water sector a “priority lending”
status
The Reserve Bank of India has classified a
number of sectors that have a priority lending
status. Priority lending guidelines require
banks to apportion a specified percentage
of their lending book for specialist sectors
that may find it difficult to raise commercial
finance. The sectors include Agriculture,
MSME, Export Credit, Education, Housing,
Social Infrastructure, Renewable Energy and
select others.
By giving water infrastructure its own
separate “priority sector” status, can
galvanise and significantly improve the muchneeded credit availability for the sector.
l Initiate a process with concerned
authorities to make water included as a
separate category in the priority sector
lending basket.
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Development of a Water bond / Ganga bond
The development of a Water bond is critical
for both Government and private sector for
being able to continually finance the projects.
The Government requires municipalities and
urban local bodies to tap into the bond markets
to be able to finance the O&M. The private
sector needs to tap into secondary markets
to be able to free up capital for financing of
subsequent projects. The release of equity
or cheaper refinance of debt can be done

through the secondary market mechanisms
such as Yield-Cos, take-out-financing and
asset purchases by institutional investors.
This session will highlight the following points:
How to structure a Water bond and what does
it entails?
Globally the municipalities and regional
governments issue bonds in order to finance
the infrastructure development to support
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The development of a Water bond

is critical for both Government and private
sector for being able to continually finance
the projects.
water, sanitation and other utility sectors. The
federal capital account and currency trading
policies are conducive for the issuers of
bonds to tap into global capital markets.
However, many Indian issuers do regularly
go to global markets to raise cheaper debt,
there is only a small percentage of prospective
parties that are eligible to do so.
Given the shallow nature of Indian bond
markets and inadequate balance sheets of
the municipalities and urban local bodies, the
preference of global investors will be for a
central government backed entity or agency
to be the issuer.
l What entities can issue water bonds to tap

into the liquidity available globally?
l What infrastructure can be supported
through the bond proceeds – is it
construction of assets or the O&M of
treatment plants or water offtake that will
be financed through the bond issuance?
l Are bonds the right instruments to finance
non-revenue generating assets to manage
water such as development of wetlands,
storm water drainage, flood barriers, etc?
Models to develop secondary market
structures such as refinancing bonds and
YieldCos or InvITs for the water sector?
Secondary markets to finance infrastructure
assets are even more important to develop
a healthy eco-system and portfolio of
infrastructure assets. Once the assets are
operational the developers and lenders need
to release invested capital which can then
be recycled back into the creation of assets.
If there are no secondary market developed,
then the developers get stuck and the entire
sector growth slows down. This has been
visibly demonstrated by the issues in the
roads/highways as well as the renewable
energy sectors.
Green bonds enable issuers to tap into
global capital pool to refinance the assets
thereby freeing up project finance books of
lending banks which can then be diverted to
the project pipeline.
Yieldcos or InvITs enable the sponsors to
release the invested equity which they can
plough back into development of new asset
pipeline.
l Are the regulatory structures support the
development of secondary markets?
l India is already at the forefront of green
bond issuance. How to enable the rub-off
effect on to the water sector?
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Innovative financial instruments for the water sector I:
Credit Enhancement
Achieving financial closure for project
developers is a momentous moment. As months
of hard-work, patience and perseverance
eventually delivers the requisite capital that is
needed to initiate or complete construction of
the project.
Whilst the capital injection by the equity
investor(s) and senior lender(s) plays the most
prominent role in project finance, there are
many other supporting but important financing
structures that enhance the credit ratings
of the projects thereby enabling access to
capital.
A select few instruments are listed below:
Guarantee Instruments
Guarantee instruments play the most
significant role in delivering financial closure.
There can be all sorts of guarantees that
can enhance the overall credit rating of the
projects.
In infrastructure service contracts, there
can be many instances where client/offtaker disputes the level or quality of service
delivery and may not release the payments
to the developer/contractor. The possibility
and probability of such instances will most
certainly lead to lenders asking for higher
levels of capitalisation of DSRA (debt service
reserve account).
In projects where the off-taker is a
Government entity it can provide a backstop
guarantee so that the developer and lenders
are comfortable that there is a financial
recourse available should there be a payment
default by the off-taker.
Should a Government backstop guarantee
not be possible the parties can set aside an

escrow account so that a few months/years of
payments are put in place already. However,
an escrow mechanism is an inefficient use of
cash as it blocks funds without yielding any
interest payment whatsoever.
Additional instruments include:
l Shadow tariff / Top-up Tariffs that provide
adequate revenues to the project
l Project escrow accounts
Project Insurance
It is extremely important for project developers
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to take out the relevant insurance policy to
cover all stages of the project – construction
and operations.
The insurance instruments can cover a
range of risks such as:
l Political risk
l Construction risk
l Operations & Maintenance risk
l Legal, Financial and Contractual risks
l Force Majeure risks
Many risks can be managed or mitigated
by the various stakeholders participating in
the projects. For instance, the political risk
cover will not cost much in politically stable
countries. The construction risk can be
managed through adequate performance and
bank-guarantees provided by the contractors.
Similarly, the operations and maintenance
risk can also be managed through the same
instruments only this time provided by the plant
operator if it is different from the construction
company.
Most investors and lenders would require
that developers do take out specific insurance
policies that cover the most critical phases

of the project such as construction and
operations phase.
Having the right insurance in place will
increase the chances of financial closure and
reduce the overall financing costs.
Foreign Exchange Hedging
Developers will choose to borrow money
from the cheapest sources possible. Over
the last few years Indian project finance has
been supported immensely through external
commercial borrowing (ECB) route. This
mechanism, in compliance with Reserve Bank
of India (RBI) guidelines, allows developers to
tap into cheaper liquidity provided by overseas
lenders.
Whilst the underlying credit provided maybe
cheap, there is a significant risk of currency
mismatch inherent in this mechanism. The
income stream of the projects will be in Indian
Rupees (INR) but the financing liability is in a
foreign currency such as USD, EUR, GBP, JPY,
etc.
If the foreign exchange risk is hedged
effectively, then this can be a very good source
of long-term financing with costs cheaper than
those available from domestic institutions.

Capital
injection

by the equity
investor(s) and
senior lender(s)
plays the most
prominent role in
project finance,
there are many
other supporting
but important
financing
structures that
enhance the
credit ratings
of the projects
thereby enabling
access to capital.
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Innovative financial instruments for the water sector II:
Digital and Fintech Instruments

There has been massive advancement in
the financial technologies (fintech) and
digital platforms. Extending these solutions
to the water sector can greatly enhance the
availability of finance or reducing risk for
vendors.
The session will explore how various
solutions can aid the development of the water
sector:
Blockchain / Distributed Ledger Technologies
Blockchain enables storing and accessing

data points that cannot be tampered with. The
solution enables transparency of records and
encourages a culture of openness. Various
data points in the water distribution value
chain can be put on the ledger for various
stakeholders to access.
Internet of Things (IoT) for data generation
Realtime generation of data points has
now become a very real and accessible
reality. Coupled with advancement in sensor
technology, asset developers can access all
sorts of data and analyse it for decision making
processes.
Examples include:
l Monitoring of water treatment plants to
assess any variation in water quality
l Sensors and meters at consumption points
to assess demand variations in real time
l Realtime water availability dashboard
l Flood management
Water Trading platforms
As water becomes a highly valuable essential
commodity, Governments world-over are
moving towards regulating the use and better
ownership rights. The challenge comes when
there are excessive claims on water than
what the system can supply. For instance,
how does a Government decide to quota
allocation of water to agriculture, households
and industry. The solution lies in water rights
and trading platforms.
Digital systems can make managing and
administering rights fair and transparent.
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This track will present global best practices and experiences, highlight
critical points of failure and strategic solutions that can be applied in the
Indian context. This track will explore the following aspects:

The
approach

of integrated
water resource
system is useful
for cities to
enhance their
freshwater
availability
as also
enhancement of
the ecologicalaesthetic value
of urban water
bodies.

How are cities creating new water resources
by integrating rivers, drains, ponds, lakes,
reservoirs and aquifers into an unified water
resource system?
Increasing water shortages and temporal/
spatial variations have propelled many cities
in the world to tap into the connectedness
of freshwater sources for meeting their
water needs reliably on a long-term basis.
At a basic level, conjunctive use of surface
water and groundwater exploit this interconnectedness. But conjunctive use is
of limited value without determining the
connectivity and degree of interconnection
between different types of water sources
i.e. surface water bodies (such as rivers,
lakes, reservoirs, ponds, swamps and
natural drains) and aquifers (water table
aquifers, deep aquifers, etc.). Such interconnections help replenish water storages
in the water bodies by transferring waters
from one water body to another deficient
in water. They can also reduce high fluxes
caused by heavy downpours and runoffs in
individual water bodies, thereby protecting
aquatic ecosystems. It, therefore, helps to
manage the water resources of a river basin
or region as an integrated inter-connected
water resource system and to ensure that
such integration is extensive and functional.
This approach is useful for cities to enhance
their freshwater availability as also
enhancement of the ecological-aesthetic
value of urban water bodies. Some relevant
issues that may need elucidation in this
context are:

l What are the main water resource types
in and near the city, and how well are they
connected for natural movement of water
between them?
l Have any surface water bodies or aquifers
shrunk or diminished in size/ capacity
in recent decades, and what measures
are (or have been) being taken to
preserve them?
l What is the scope for enhancing
connectivity between various surface and
ground water bodies, and to what extent is
surplus runoff expected to be retained in
the urban environment by such measures?
l What is the citizens’ role in maintaining
water resource connectivity?
l What are the costs and benefits in
adopting the above measures?
Is 24x7 water supply boon or bane for water
resource management?
Water use in urban India has changed
significantly over the past one or two
centuries with municipal piped water
reaching most households. Domestic
dependence on individual or community
water sources – such as open wells – have
thus given way to almost total reliance on
piped water reaching each household. In
most Indian cities, piped water is supplied
for a regular but limited duration only – either
to save on the operational costs of supply or
due to paucity of freshwater availability in the
region or season. When the latter constraint
does not exist, round-the-clock water supply
to consumers is practically feasible. But it
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is necessary to assess the advantages and
disadvantages of 24x7 running water against
limited-duration water supply in the context
of how such supply will be integrated into
the infrastructure management plan of the
city to provide citizens with better water
services economically and sustainably.
Some important sub-questions that may be
deliberated are:
l What is the city’s estimated water demand
(daily, monthly, annual)? Is there any
scheme for demand management: (a) at
present, and (b) with 24x7 supply?
l What is the city’s present duration
of supply? Will 24x7 operations meet
domestic water demands better than
limited-duration supply?
l By how much quantity does 24x7 water
supply change the city’s water budget?
What fraction of this change is due

l

l

l

l

to losses: (a) in distribution and (b) at
household levels?
Are the present water sources adequate
to meet 24x7 water supply reliably? If
not, then what measures will be taken
to ensure the sustainability of the water
sources?
For limited-duration supply and 24x7
supply, respectively, what is the actual/
expected wastewater generation? Will the
wastewater management infrastructure
need to be upgraded with 24x7 water
supply operations?
What aspects of the water supply system
in smart city are to be monitored and/or
controlled by smart technology (if any)?
What is the role of citizens in:
(a) monitoring, (b) evaluating, and
(c) controlling the 24x7 water supply
system of the city?
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How are cities increasing water revenues
and reducing water losses?
In the Indian context water’s intrinsic
market value is indicated by different
categories of consumers – individual/
domestic users, industries and agricultural
users – being charged differentially for
the water they use by public authorities.
Moreover, at times of water scarcity, and in
unauthorized urban settlements, water may

also be sold at a premium by private suppliers
to domestic consumers and traders. Since
municipal authorities incur huge expenses
in supplying potable water to domestic,
institutional and commercial consumers, as
also in collecting and treating the wastewater
generated, it is natural that the dark water/
grey water generated – at least some part of
it – be converted to reusable water and sold
to consumers to recover the OMR (Operation,
Maintenance & Repair) costs of urban water
infrastructure. Additionally, even potable
water may have premium buyers such as
hotels and commercial establishments.
These issues are also important to minimize
supply-demand mismatches, to benefit from
value addition by water to products and
services, to ensure the sustainability of local
water bodies and water sources, and to
minimize imbalances in cities’ water budgets
(especially for cities that import significant
quantities of water from outside). The issue
becomes pressing for the city authorities’
ability to upgrade and adapt the water
infrastructure in rapidly growing cities and
for changing urban needs. Some key points
that need to be assessed in this context are:
l What are the Capital and OMR costs of
the city’s water infrastructure (including
maintenance of freshwater sources and
wastewater management), and what
fraction of the costs is recovered from the
present water tariffs?
l What is the estimated size of the present
water market in the city, its expected
growth in size, and what is the market
share of the city water authorities?
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The reuse of generated dark water /

gray water can recover the OMR (Operation,
Maintenance & Repair) costs of urban water
infrastructure.

l Has the city’s potential consumer market
for water been assessed? What is the
scope of increasing the city authorities’
revenues
considering
consumers’
willingness to pay, differential demandbased tariff rates, value-addition to
products and services (by industries,
commercial establishments, traders, etc.),
and/or other means?
l What is the scope for reducing water
losses in the city’s overall water budget
and what is the consequent saving in longterm environmental costs?
l What is the expected change in the
annualized cost of water infrastructure
cost vis-à-vis the city’s foreseeable growth
and transformation, and what fraction
of the changed cost will be recovered
through enhanced revenue generation
and loss-reduction?
Does laying dual pipeline strategy for reuse
of sewage help or hinder efficient water
resource management
With water-saving having become an oftrepeated goal in the urban context, various
measures have been considered by the
government and public authorities to curtail
the consumption of freshwater. One such
measure recently adopted by the government
for multi-storey buildings is that of the
reuse of grey/ black water in the flushing
of toilets. This measure entails having dual
water supply pipelines in the buildings (one
for freshwater and one for the sewage
water) apart from the wastewater drainage
system. Going by international practices, this

measure seems to be unconventional since
sewage water carries the risk of infections
besides being aesthetically repulsive. Thus,
though the measure can reduce freshwater
consumption in urban establishments and
residential complexes, the potential benefits
need to be weighed against its negatives
and costs. Some key issues needing careful
consideration are:
l What is the expected water-saving in city
water supplies with implementation of dual
pipeline strategy for reuse of sewage?
l Is the untreated wastewater of buildings
to be recycled only once or repeatedly?
l What are the expected additional costs
(Capex and Opex) in waterworks for
buildings with implementation of the
above measure?
l What are the health and aesthetic risks
involved in the above arrangement, and
how will these problems be ameliorated?
l What is the expected overall impact of
this measure when implemented in full
along with other measures for freshwater
augmentation/ saving (such as rainwater
harvesting) for urban water resource
management?
How are cities leading on the preparation of
their urban river management plans
Riparian towns all over the world have
affected river hydrology and water quality,
and consequently fluvial morphology
and biodiversity, due to huge volumes of
wastewater generation and extensive builtup surfaces that increase storm water runoff
and reduce groundwater recharge. In India,
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some key features
that have been
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systems and
urban life quality
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and in the Ganga River Basin in particular,
riparian cities produce extensive sewage as
well as solid wastes (including construction
wastes) that have severely affected river
health. Besides, the drying up of water
bodies, clogging of surface water drains,
groundwater depletion, vanishing vegetal
cover, inadequate water and sewerage
infrastructure, and poor solid waste
management are some key features that
have been affecting river systems and urban
life quality grievously. These issues can only
be tackled through the integration of urban
water infrastructure with comprehensive
urban river/ water management plans to
ensure the Ganga river’s integrity and improve
the urban environment. Besides, urban river
management plans can significantly enhance
the utilitarian, cultural and spiritual values
of the river in the region as a whole, thereby
ensuring sustainability of the measures.
Important questions to be addressed in this
context are:
l If urban river management plans are not
prepared and implemented in riparian
towns, is there any viable alternative for
rejuvenation and conservation of River
Ganga?
l What are the essential components of such
plans from technical, economic, sociocultural and governance perspectives
for adhering to river basin management
norms?
l Are there any critical shortcomings in the
expertise and inputs that may be needed
to prepare Urban River Management
Plans?
l What steps will be taken to induct the
Urban River Management Plans into urban

and regional developmental plans?
Despite numerous occurrences, are cities
ready for flood or drought related natural
disasters
Indian cities are subject to highly variable
rainfall intensities often with long dry spells
interspersed with periods of heavy downpour
and cloudbursts, especially in the monsoon
season or during cyclonic storms. Thus,
huge quantities of storm water runoff may
be generated within hours that need to be
drained away to prevent urban flooding
and inundation. But, with increasing builtup areas, rapid developmental changes,
and ever-shrinking green areas and water
bodies, urban drainage has been unable
to cope with the profuse runoff from major
storm events, resulting in prolonged flooding
and inundation or water logging of urban
settlements, while torrential flows through
unforeseen drainage routes damage existing
infrastructure and vegetation. The problem
gets highlighted every time major damages to
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life and property are incurred on account of
such events, but a systematic improvement of
the city’s drainage system seldom happens.
The consequences can also be damaging for
the receiving water bodies or rivers, which
may be uncharacteristically over-burdened
with high water fluxes.
On the other hand, long dry spells in
the region often spell water scarcity or
water stress in cities, especially when
surface and groundwater bodies are overexploited and/or under-recharged, such
as through extensive built-up surfaces and
blockage of natural drainage routes. With
the focus on improving urban infrastructure
and public satisfaction in smart cities, the
critical problems of urban drainage and
conservation of water bodies must be
placed in the overall context of integrated
urban water management to keep the urban
water environment ecologically healthy and
sustainable. Some critical issues that need to
be examined in the above context are:

l Are there reliable estimates of runoff
generated from extreme storm events
in urban areas for the given stage of
development in the city? And are the
natural drainage routes and constructed
storm water drainage network adequate
to carry such runoff?
l Are there any known adverse effects
of the city’s storm water runoff on the
receiving water bodies, and, if yes, then
what measures are envisaged to mitigate
such effects?
l Are there enough water bodies and
vegetation in the region to buffer or control
high runoff rates and enhance storage in
water bodies?
l Are citizens or local communities
empowered in any way to control storm
water runoff and increase recharge and
local water storage?
l Is any smart mechanism likely to be adopted
to monitor and/or control the city’s storm
water drainage and runoff management?
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This track will present global best practices and experiences, highlight
critical points of failure and strategic solutions that can be applied in
the Indian context. This track will explore the following aspects
How can rural economies develop new water
resources by integrating rivers, drains, ponds,
lakes, reservoirs and aquifers into an unified
water resource system
Water supply in rural India has been largely
limited to community ponds, hand pumps,
and open wells, besides irrigation canals
where available. Piped supplies to domestic
households are rare in villages, but this
scenario is likely to undergo a major change
with the launch of the Jal Jeevan Mission
of Jal Shakti Ministry, Govt. of India. In

considering regular piped water supplies
to rural households, the question arises at
the outset as to whether the present lack of
piped water in villages is due to the lack of
development of rural water infrastructure,
or is it due to lack of nearby water sources
from which clean water can be supplied to
households throughout the year. If the latter
problem is significant then the first task in
such cases would be to ensure the availability
of a clean and adequate freshwater source
in the vicinity of the villages. Except in
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mountainous and arid areas, there are often
multiple sources of freshwater in and around
villages – such as rivers, natural drains,
ponds, lakes, reservoirs and aquifers – to tap
water from. But selective use of a specific
source is often a limiting factor as it can
over-exploit the source. Besides, lack of care
for the other water sources prevent them
from being tapped readily even if the need
arises. Considering these constraints, it is of
advantage to consider the connectivity and
degree of interconnection between different
types of water sources, i.e. surface water
bodies (such as rivers, lakes, reservoirs,
ponds, and natural drains) and aquifers
(water table aquifers, deep aquifers, etc.).
Such inter-connections help replenish water
storages in the water bodies by transferring
water from one water body to another that
is deficient in water. It, therefore, helps to
manage the water resources in a watershed
or region as an integrated water resource
system and to ensure that such integration
is extensive and functional. This approach is
useful not only for enhancing their freshwater
availability but also for enhancement of
the ecological-aesthetic value of the water
bodies. Some relevant issues that may need
elucidation in this context are:
l What are the main water resource types
in rural areas, and how well are they
connected for free movement of water
between them?
l Have any major surface water bodies
or aquifers shrunk or diminished in size/
capacity in recent decades, and what
measures have been (or are being) taken
to preserve them?

l What is the scope for enhancing
connectivity between various surface and
ground water bodies, and to what extent
is surplus water or runoff expected to be
retained in the region by such measures?
l Has any specific role been assigned for
local communities to manage the total
water resource system of the region?
l What are the overall costs and benefits in
adopting the above measures?
Challenges in managing black and grey water
separately in rural settings
Rural India has developed considerably in the
last few decades with the advent of modern
agriculture, extensive road network, rural
electrification, industrial expansion, mobile
communication, increasing education and
healthcare facilities, etc. But in many places
supporting amenities pertaining to water and
wastewater management have not developed
adequately, leading to health, welfare and
developmental constraints. Wastewater
management in rural settings, in particular, is
seldom addressed. This is probably based on
the notion that, since wastewater generation
is not as concentrated as in urban settings,
the environment can easily absorb and
purify the pollution load without any adverse
effect on ecology or human health. But
with increasing awareness of the ill-effects
of such wastewaters, as well as possible
increase in wastewater generation in rural
settings, there is an urgent need to mitigate
the adverse impacts of rural wastewaters on
health and ecology. Apart from assessing the
amounts and types of wastewater generated,
this means that the highly polluted black

Water supply in rural India has been

largely limited to community ponds, hand pumps,
and open wells, besides irrigation canals where
available. Piped supplies to domestic households
are rare in villages, but this scenario is likely to
undergo a major change with the launch of the
Jal Jeevan Mission
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Rapid transition from the pervasive age-old

practice of open defecation to indoor defecation is
likely to be of significant import to the extent that
the Swachh Bharat Programme succeeded. And
it is this significance that needs to be grasped in
its totality, including any drawbacks or negative
consequences that may occur.
water generated must be separated from
grey waters, with the former component
needing rigorous treatment, while the
latter component may be easily treated and
reused in some circumstances. Major issues
that need to be addressed for the above
purpose are:
l What are the quantities of black water and
grey water generation in villages?
l How are the black water and grey water
components presently being managed
and/or disposed of in different villages or
regions?
l What is the effect of the present disposal
system on the receiving water bodies,
groundwater and soils?
l What is the expected change in black
water and grey water generation in rural
areas with the achievement of universal
household toilets? How is this expected to
change with the provision of piped water
supplies to rural households?
l What plans and methods are being
adopted to separately manage the black
water and grey water generated in the
above cases?
Experiences from rural water and sanitation
managers on the large-scale implementation

of toilets for the “open defecation free”
initiative
Open defecation had been an extensive
practice in Indian rural society till recent
times. Though considered a personal
hygiene hazard as well as an aesthetically
unacceptable practice, its pervasiveness
was at least partly due to the paucity of
environmentally safe sanitation facilities (for
domestic or community use) in villages. With
the spread of household sanitation facilities
in rural India under the Swachh Bharat
Programme over the last few years, India
has now been declared as “open defecation
free”. This rapid transition from the pervasive
age-old practice of open defecation to
indoor defecation is likely to be of significant
import to the extent that the Swachh Bharat
Programme succeeded. And it is this
significance that needs to be grasped in its
totality, including any drawbacks or negative
consequences that may occur. Some
important issues that need to be analyzed/
assessed in this context are:
l What are the key factors behind the
success of the programme, including
financial support to needy families for
installing indoor toilet facilities?
l What are the types of toilets adopted under
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the given scheme, and what are their
relative advantages and disadvantages?
l To what extent are users satisfied with
their performance, and do they want any
change or upgradation of the facilities?
l What is the impact of the change on:
(i) human hygiene and (ii) the environment?
l Are there any improvements needed
in the installed facilities on account of
their performance, maintenance and/or
environmental impacts?
How are animal waste and human
consumption waste such as food and plastics
being managed in the context of water
resources
In the vast Indian hinterland where India’s
rural population lives, environmental changes
have been occurring relatively rapidly
over the past few decades due to rapid
changes in land use, land cover, agriculture,
animal husbandry, road networks, rural
electrification, mobile phone networks, and
life-styles. The lifestyle changes, as well as
many of the other changes, have occurred
due to newer technologies and consumer
goods & services being widely available (plus
the decrease in rural poverty or increase
in prosperity). This has also led to newer

anthropogenic wastes being discharged
into the rural environment in large quantities
– including emergent pollutants such as
plastics and pharmaceuticals. While the full
impacts of such pollutants on the environment
may not be known yet, it is clear that they add
to the adverse impacts of human food wastes
and animal wastes (excreta) on water bodies.
It is, therefore, necessary to review the
current situation and draw up an action plan,
or at least a comprehensive set of measures,
that should be adopted to redress the
problem. The following points are of special
consideration in this context:
l What is the current impact of animal
wastes and human consumption wastes
on water bodies and water resources in
and around a given area/ region?
l What is the amount of plastic waste
generated and in what ways have plastic
wastes affect local water resources
significantly?
l What measures have been taken so far to
protect the region’s water resources from
adverse effects of the above wastes?
l What is the role allowed to local
population/ communities in tackling the
problem?
l To what extent is the problem likely to
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increase in the foreseeable future, and
what measures need to be adopted to
control them?
What community engagement models have
been successful and how?
Over the last few years the Swachh Bharat
programme has resulted in rapid transition
from open defecation to indoor toilet use
in much of rural India, apart from those
regions where open defecation was not
a widespread practice even earlier. This
transition would not have been possible
without actively involving the rural
community in changing attitudes and
practices that had held sway for millennia.
Besides, rural communities also needed to
be convinced about the efficacy of indoor
toilets over open defecation in actual
practice. These aspects are also important
for future consolidation of the change and

sustained improvement in rural health and
hygiene. Some issues of particular interest
about this change and its sustainability in
future need to be elaborated:
l What was the earlier role of rural
communities with regard to rural
sanitation?
l What was the role and involvement of rural
communities in achieving the changes?
l What was the role of rural communities
in areas which were “open defecation
free” even before the Swachh Bharat
campaign?
l What was the role of local governance
bodies in increasing rural participation?
l Regarding the recent changes what are
the main concerns of rural communities
at present, and what means are being
adopted to allay their concerns and
keep them engaged until full success is
achieved?
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ENGAGE WITH US
A. Engagement Models during the Summit
The Summit is a great multi-disciplinary platform to showcase your efforts, solutions, knowledge
through a range of strategic engagement plans. These are:

Strategic
Partnerships for
Impact Projects
and Programmes

This engagement mode is
for Government departments
at all levels (central,
state, municipal), public
sector entities, multilateral
institutions, NGOs,
foundations who wish to
deepen their strategic
engagement with India for
the Ganga Restoration and
Conservation programme
and delivering on objectives
of Jal Jeevan Mission. It
could entail releasing a
special report, initiating a
project, highlighting select
areas of work or any other
initiatives.

Sponsorship

For private sector
companies or entities
wanting brand
recognition, the
Summit and other
activities of cGanga
offers a multitude of
opportunities including
but not limited to hosting
lunches and networking
events, display of
special solutions and
other showcases.
Please get in touch with
the cGanga team for
more details.

Technology
and Innovation
Showcase

Knowledge
Partners

Companies or
organisations that
have developed
solutions, which have
the potential of high
impact in Ganga basin,
can get an opportunity
to present to
stakeholders, potential
Indian partners and
investors.

Professional Services
firms and Knowledge
oriented institutions
are invited to partner
with cGanga and
NMCG to prepare and
launch a number of
special reports during
the Summit as well as
curate and organise
the various activities of
cGanga.

B. Ongoing Engagement Models
There are various ongoing engagement models that enable partners to find various touch points
withthe Ganga River Basin. These are:

Working Groups and
Task Forces

1

Interested parties can channel their
novel ideas through dedicated task
forces and working groups. These
groups have in-depth deliberations
which are summarised in form
of white-papers submitted
to Government and various
stakeholders. The working groups
are a sub-set of 5 major task
forces: (i) Science & Research
(ii) Engineering & Operations
(iii) Technology, Innovation,
Entrepreneurship & Skills (iv) Policy,
Law & Governance (v) Finance &
Investments.

Pilots / Demonstration
Projects

2

Companies interested in
introducing their solutions
into the Ganga rejuvenation
programme can do so through
pilot/demonstration projects. They
must however first go through
the Environment Technology
Verification (ETV) process. This
allows the stakeholders to assess
the technologies and ascertain
value for money.

International Chapters and
Roadshows

3

cGanga and NMCG regularly
conduct international
roadshows to increase the
outreach and awareness.
Additionally, countries can
establish their own local
country chapters to channel
the collective innovation and
interest into India.

3

CONTACT DETAILS
General Enquiries and Submissions of Participation Requests:
iwis@cganga.org
For Indian Government Related Queries:

Dr. Vinod Tare

vinod@iitk.ac.in
For International Participation and Summit Partnerships:

Mr. Sanmit Ahuja

sanmit.ahuja@cganga.org
For Media Enquiries:
media@cganga.org
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